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We study Λ baryons of spin-parity 12
±
with either a strange or charm valence quark in full 2+1 flavor lattice
QCD. Multiple SU(3) singlet and octet operators are employed to generate the desired single baryon states on
the lattice. Via the variational method, the couplings of these states to the different operators provide infor-
mation about the flavor structure of the Λ baryons. We make use of the gauge configurations of the PACS-CS
Collaboration and chirally extrapolate the results for the masses and SU(3) flavor components to the physical
point. We furthermore gradually change the hopping parameter of the heaviest quark from strange to charm to
study how the properties of the Λ baryons evolve as a function of the heavy quark mass. It is found that the
baryon energy levels increase almost linearly with the quark mass. Meanwhile, the flavor structure of most of
the states remains stable, with the exception of the lowest 12
−
state, which changes from a flavor singlet Λ to
a Λc state with singlet and octet components of comparable size. Finally, we discuss whether our findings can
be interpreted with the help of a simple quark model and find that the negative-parity Λc states can be naturally
explained as diquark excitations of the light u and d quarks. On the other hand, the quark-model picture does not
appear to be adequate for the negative-parity Λ states, suggesting the importance of other degrees of freedom to
describe them.
I. INTRODUCTION
The lightest JP = 1/2− Λ baryon, Λ(1405), has been of
great interest from several points of view. In spite of its
valence strange quark, Λ(1405) is the lightest among the
negative-parity baryons, and is especially much lighter than
its nonstrange counterpart N(1535). The structure of Λ(1405)
is also under dispute. While it is interpreted as a flavor-singlet
state in terms of the flavor SU(3) symmetry, the Λ(1405)
could be regarded as a KN molecular bound state, which
would require no spin-orbit partner. In this case, the bound
state’s binding energy of∼ 30 MeV implies a strong attraction
between K and N [1, 2], which has led to predictions of kaonic
nuclei or kaonic nuclear matter [3–5]. The Λ(1405) has fur-
thermore been conjectured to consist of two poles, which are
respectively dominated by KN and piΣ components [6–8].
Lattice QCD is a powerful nonperturbative tool, which
enables us to clarify the strong interactions in a model-
independent way based on QCD. Several lattice QCD studies
on Λ(1405) have been performed so far [9–16], and the sig-
nal of Λ(1405) was recently identified [14]. In a subsequent
paper [16], the electromagnetic response of the Λ was investi-
gated, and it was conjectured that the strange quark in Λ(1405)
is confined in a spin-0 state, that is, the kaon. This evidence
for the KN-molecular picture of the Λ(1405) is of interest, as
it may account for its mysterious properties. The key concept
here is the flavor symmetry.
Then, how does the flavor-based property emerge? One
may recall the Λc baryons, which are the counterparts of Λ
that contain the much heavier charm quark. The flavor sym-
metry is therefore largely broken, and its nature should be
∗ pgubler@riken.jp
quite different from Λ (for recent lattice studies about charmed
baryons and their flavor structure, see Ref. [17] and the refer-
ences cited therein). The key symmetry here would be the
heavy quark symmetry, which reflects the fact that spin-spin
interactions are suppressed between light and heavy quarks.
The connection between Λ and Λc was recently investigated
using a simple quark model [18], and it was found that in the
Λc baryons the diquark degrees of freedom emerge and that
their low-lying spectrum can be naturally explained in terms
of diquarks.
In this paper, we study the properties of Λ baryons with 2+1
flavor lattice QCD, adopting the flavor SU(3) “octet” and “sin-
glet” baryonic operators, which enables us to clarify the flavor
structure of the Λ and Λc baryons. By gradually evolving the
strange into the charm quark mass, we interpolate between
Λ and Λc, and hence systematically investigate the structural
change of the Λ particles.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly ex-
plain our lattice setup, the employed interpolating fields and
the variational method used to extract the eigenenergies of the
states as well as their flavor content. In Sec. III, the obtained Λ
baryon spectrum and the respective flavor decomposition are
presented, while in Sec. IV, we discuss how these results can
(or cannot) be interpreted in a quark-model context. A sum-
mary and conclusions follow in Sec. V. Finally, the numerical
results are summarized in Appendix A.
II. LATTICE QCD SETUP
A. Simulation conditions
We adopt the renormalization-group-improved action for
gauge fields and the O(a)-improved action for quarks. The
coupling β in the gauge action is β = 1.9, the corresponding
2lattice spacing is a = 0.0907 fm [19], and the lattice size is
323× 64. The hopping parameters for the strange quark κs
and the charm quark κc are set to be 0.13640 and 0.1224, and
those for light quarks κ are 0.13700, 0.13727, 0.13754, and
0.13770, with the corresponding pion masses ranging approx-
imately from 700 MeV to 290 MeV.
B. Baryonic operators for spin 1/2
The low-lying Λ states in the S =−1 and I = 0 channel are
extracted from 4× 4 cross-correlators. For generating the Λ
states, we adopt the following isosinglet operators:
Λµ1µ2µ3 =
εabc√
2
(
uaµ1d
b
µ2 − daµ1ubµ2
)
Qcµ3 . (1)
In the case of Λ (Λc) baryons, Qcµ3 is the strange-quark
field scµ3 (the charm-quark field ccµ3). The spinor indices
µ are taken according to the classification in Table VIII in
Ref. [20], where ΨG1g/u,i1/2 (i = 1,2,3) are flavor-octet operators
and ΨG1g/u,41/2 flavor-singlet operators. ”Flavor-singlet (octet)
operators” here means that they belong to the flavor-singlet
(octet) irreducible representation of the SU(3) f symmetry
when all the quark masses are equal (mu = md = mQ). Note
that we always consider SU(3) f flavor symmetry for three
quark fields, u, d and Q. We eventually have three octet oper-
ators and one singlet operator for spin-1/2 Λ states.
C. Flavor content and eigenenergies of Λ states
One important goal of this paper is the clarification of the
flavor content in low-lying Λ states, which can be extracted
via the diagonalization of cross-correlators. Let us consider a
situation where we have a set of N independent operators. We
define cross-correlators as
M(x,y)IJ ≡ 〈ηI(x)ηJ(y)〉, (2)
for positive- and negative-parity channels, where the operators
ηI denote quasilocal spin-1/2 operators of positive or negative
parity,
η I ≡Ψ
G1g/u,I
1/2 . (3)
The subscript I denotes the operator type in terms of the irre-
ducible representation of the octahedral group. (Flavor-octet
for I = 1,2,3 and flavor-singlet for I = 4.) We adopt gauge-
invariant smeared operators for sources and sinks. Smearing
parameters are chosen so that the root-mean-square radius is
approximately 1.0 fm.
Then, correlation matrices MIJ(t) ≡ 〈ηI(t)ηJ(0)〉 can be
decomposed into the sum over the energy eigenstates |i〉 as
MIJ(t)≡MIJ(t,0) = 〈ηI(t)ηJ(0)〉
= ∑
i, j
(C†snk)IiΛ(t)i j(Csrc) jJ
= (C†snkΛ(t)Csrc)IJ , (4)
where the lowercase letters (i j) are the indices for the inter-
mediate energy eigenstates. Here, the diagonal matrix Λ(t) is
defined as
Λ(t)i j ≡ δi je−Eit , (5)
and the coefficients
(C†snk)Ii ≡ 〈vac|ηI |i〉, (Csrc) jI ≡ 〈 j|ηJ|vac〉, (6)
are the couplings between Λ operators and energy eigenstates.
We define the Ith operator’s overlap ψIi to the ith spin-1/2 Λ
state by the coupling 〈vac|ηI |i〉,
ψ
1
2
Ii ≡ 〈vac|ηI |i〉= (C†snk)Ii, (7)
which in this paper is used to measure the flavor content of
each Λ state.
The eigenenergy of each state Ei and their corresponding
couplings ψ
1
2
Ii can be extracted by diagonalizing the correla-
tion matrix. From the product
M−1(t + 1)M(t) =C−1src Λ(−1)Csrc, (8)
one can extract the eigenenergies Ei from the eigenvalues eEi
of M−1(t + 1)M(t).
Modulo overall constants, (Csrc)−1 and (C†snk)−1 can be ob-
tained as right and left eigenvectors of M−1(t + 1)M(t) and
M(t)M(t + 1)−1, respectively, since
M−1(t + 1)M(t)(Csrc)−1 = (Csrc)−1Λ(−1) (9)
and
(C†snk)
−1M(t)M(t + 1)−1 = Λ(−1)(C†snk)−1 (10)
hold.
In the actual calculation of the eigenenergies, to avoid un-
stable diagonalization at large t, we determine the couplings at
relatively small t and construct optimal source and sink oper-
ators, Osrc†i (t) and Osnki (t), which couple dominantly (solely
in the ideal case) to the ith lowest state, as
Osrc†i (t) = ∑
J
ηJ(t)(Csrc)−1Ji (11)
and
Osnki (t) =∑
J
(C†snk)
−1
iJ ηJ(t). (12)
In fact, their correlation function leads to a single-exponential
form,
〈Osnki (t)Osrc†i (0)〉= e−Eit , (13)
where we have ignored contributions of states that are above
the lowest N eigenstates. We note here that, if the correlation
matrix M(t) is Hermitian, one can determine (Csrc)−1 and
(Csnk)−1 up to overall phase factors so that Eq.(13) is satisfied.
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FIG. 1. Effective mass plots for the positive-parity (left plots) and negative-parity (right plots) channels for both Λ (upper plots) and Λc (lower
plots). The positive-parity plots show the ground and first-excited states, while for the negative-parity case, ground, first-excited, second-
excited, and third-excited states are shown. To improve the visibility of the negative-parity plots, we have horizontally shifted the data points
of the first- (second-) excited state by 5 (10) time slices. The horizontal dark blue solid and dashed lines indicate the fit results within the
plateau region for each channel. All plots are given in lattice units.
III. LATTICE QCD RESULTS
A. Hadron masses
Let us first show a few representative effective mass plots in
Fig.1. They are given for κud = 0.13727, with κs = 0.13640
for Λ and κc = 0.12240 for Λc. The eigenenergies of each
state of each channel are obtained by a fit to the data points
in the respective plateau regions. The errors shown here are
purely statistical and are obtained from a singly binned jack-
knife analysis of the lattice data. The fitting results are in-
dicated as dark blue solid and dashed lines in Fig.1. We
have checked that increasing or decreasing the upper bound-
ary of the plateau region by a few time slices does not al-
ter the effective mass averages beyond their statistical errors.
While increasing the lower boundary similarly always gives
statistically consistent masses, decreasing it by more than one
time slice typically leads to a statistically significant increase
of the mass average, which indicates that the lower bound-
aries adopted in this paper are the smallest that are safe from
contaminations of the high excited states. We have stud-
ied altogether four different κud values (0.13700, 0.13727,
0.13754, and 0.13770) and five hopping parameters for the
heavy quark (κs and κc given above and three values that in-
terpolate between strange and charm: κsc = 0.13300, 0.12900,
and 0.12600). To extrapolate the results to the physical point,
we have performed a quadratic fit to all four available data
points. To get an idea about the systematic uncertainties of
this procedure, we have also carried out a linear fit to the data,
for which the results are given in Appendix A. It is seen there
that in some cases the difference between linear and quadratic
extrapolation results exceeds the statistical error, which shows
that the systematic uncertainty of the chiral extrapolation is
not negligible. To determine the two-particle thresholds un-
der various conditions, we have extracted the energies of the
mesonic pi , K, D, and baryonic N, Σ, Σc states. The numerical
results are summarized in Tables I, II, and III of Appendix A.
We will now look at the Λ baryons in detail. It is clearly
seen already in the plots of Fig. 1 that the level structures of
both Λ and Λc exhibit the same qualitative behavior, which
is simply shifted due to the large charm quark mass. This
similarity is seen for all hopping parameters κsc that we have
investigated in this work. For positive parity, there is a large
gap between the ground and the first excited state, while for
negative parity, we find the first two excited states close to the
4ground state and the third excited state about 500 MeV above
the lowest three states.
To see how the energy levels behave as a function of
the squared pion mass (or, equivalently, the u- and d-quark
masses), we plot the eigenenergies in Fig. 2 as a function
of a2m2pi . Here, we again only show the cases correspond-
ing to the “physical” hopping parameters κs and κc. For the
values interpolating between these two, a similar behavior is
observed. In Fig. 2, we furthermore show the quadratic ex-
trapolations as green lines and the respective errors as green
shaded areas. The values of the experimental hadron masses
for each channel are plotted as pink crosses, which should be
compared to our extrapolated physical point results (shown in
blue).
For the Λ states with a strange quark, we observe that the
ground states of both positive and negative parity are extracted
close to, but consistently above, the experimental values. A
similar result was obtained in Ref. [14], in which only the
negative-parity Λ baryons were studied and where it was ar-
gued that the hopping parameter κs = 0.13640 used to gen-
erate the PACS-CS (2+1)-flavor gauge configurations gener-
ally leads to too large hadron masses, if they include a strange
quark. Our findings confirm this picture.
Let us examine the lowest negative-parity state in some
more detail, especially its relative position to the piΣ and KN
thresholds, which is shown in the left plot of Fig. 3. It is
seen in this figure that for the heavier pion masses, the low-
est Λ(1/2−) state lies below both thresholds and is therefore a
bound state. As the pion mass is decreased to the lowest value
studied in this work, however, it moves above the piΣ threshold
and hence turns into a resonance. Extrapolating both Λ(1/2−)
mass and thresholds to the physical point, the order remains
the same, with the Λ(1/2−) state lying between the piΣ and
KN thresholds, thus reproducing the level ordering observed
in experiment. This is again consistent with results reported
in earlier work [14]. We note that we have found no evidence
for any scattering state signal in a finite box, which should be
the “ground state” at the physical point. As it was discussed
recently in Ref. [21], this absence of scattering states is likely
due to the small overlap of our three-quark operators with such
scattering signals.
Turning next to the excited states, it is seen that for positive
parity, our lattice analysis is clearly not able to generate any
states that could be related to the first- or second-excited state
of the experimental spectrum. This feature has already been
observed in an earlier study of two of the present authors [13].
On the other hand, for negative parity, our finding of two ex-
cited states lying close to the ground state qualitatively agrees
with experiment (see the upper right plot in Fig. 2).
Next, we look at our results of the Λc states. Here, much
less in known from experiments, as for the relevant quantum
numbers only the ground state has been found so far, while no
established facts are available about possible excited states.
From the lower two plots of Fig. 2, we can, however, see that,
for both positive and negative parity, these ground states are
very well reproduced in our calculation. The extracted excited
states are arranged like their strange counterparts: For positive
parity the first excited state is found about 500 MeV above the
ground state and for negative parity two excited states lie rel-
atively close to the ground state. Especially for the negative-
parity case, it is possible that such excited states will be found
in future experimental searches, and it will be interesting to
see whether our lattice QCD prediction can be verified in na-
ture. In the right plot of Fig. 3, we furthermore show the posi-
tion of the lowest Λc(1/2−) state in comparison with the piΣc
and DN thresholds. We observe that the negative-parity Λc
baryon lies below the two thresholds for all pion masses but
approaches the piΣc threshold as the pion mass is decreased to
the physical point. This is consistent with experiment, which
finds the Λc(1/2−) mass right at the piΣc threshold.
Finally, here we briefly discuss effects of our employed fi-
nite lattice spacing and potential changes in our results in the
continuum limit. We have performed our calculation with
only a single lattice spacing, and it is therefore not possible
to perform a reasonable extrapolation to the continuum limit.
One can, however, try to roughly estimate this effect by con-
sulting the available literature.
We start first with the calculation dealing with the Λ baryon
containing only u, d and s quarks. Here, we can consult a
similar work by two of the present authors [13], in which the
positive- and negative-parity Λ baryon masses were studied
for three different lattice spacings. As a result, it was found
that the ground states for both parities do not strongly depend
on the lattice spacing and therefore the effect of the contin-
uum extrapolation can be expected to be small. Now, the lat-
tice spacing used in the present work (a = 0.0907 fm) is even
smaller than the ones used in Ref. [13], which were all above
0.1 fm. Therefore, we do not expect the continuum limit to
significantly alter our ground-state results. For the excited
states, the work in Ref. [13], however, obtained some rather
large dependence on a, and we hence cannot exclude consid-
erable systematic uncertainties due to the continuum extrapo-
lation for these excited states.
Next, we consider the potential continuum extrapolation ef-
fect for the Λc states. In this case, one could expect to have a
larger effect because of the large charm quark mass and the en-
suing discretization errors ofO(mca) of the clover action that
we use. Here again, we can rely on a series of earlier work of
two of the present authors [22–24], in which various charmed
hadrons have been studied with the clover action [22, 23] and
the Fermilab method [23, 25] for which discretization errors
are suppressed. In these works, J/ψ , D, D∗ and Ξcc masses
were computed with both actions, which allows us to get a
rough estimate of the O(mca) effects. Comparing the calcu-
lations, it is found that the results differ only by 2 % or less,
which gives an idea of the systematic discretization error ef-
fects caused by the charm quark.
B. Flavor decomposition
In this section, we study the components of the eigenvec-
tors obtained from our variational analysis of the correlation
matrix. The interpolating fields are chosen such that they be-
long to either a singlet or an octet of the flavor SU(3) group.
From the couplings to the different interpolating fields, we can
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6therefore make statements about the flavor structure of the ex-
tracted states.
Let us first explain here our usage of the SU(3) group ter-
minology. When we discuss Λ baryons with a strange quark,
the flavor SU(3) group has the conventional meaning, describ-
ing the symmetry of the three quark flavors (u,d,s). When
we switch to Λc baryons, we make use of the same flavor
SU(3) group terminology, in which, however, the strange
quark is now understood to be replaced by its charm coun-
terpart: (u,d,c). This allows us to study effects of the explicit
flavor SU(3) symmetry breaking as a function of the quark
mass.
Since in this work we are mainly interested in the decompo-
sition of the states into flavor-singlet and flavor-octet compo-
nents, we combine the couplings to the three octet operators
and compare their combined strength to the coupling of the
singlet operator. For this purpose, we define
g1i =
|Ψ4i|
∑4I=1 |ΨIi|
, (14)
g8i =
∑3J=1 |ΨJi|
∑4I=1 |ΨIi|
, (15)
where ΨJi is given in Eq. (7). Note that g1i and g8i provide
a quantitative estimate of the flavor-singlet and flavor-octet
components of the state i. As in the present setting we are
only able to investigate the relative coupling strengths, their
sum is normalized to one. As in the effective mass plots in
Fig. 1, we compute the couplings at each time slice, define
plateau regions, within which these couplings are approxi-
mately constant and determine our final numbers from a fit to
the data points of the plateau. This procedure is repeated for
all our hopping parameter combinations and finally the values
are extrapolated to the physical u and d quark masses. The
numerical results of the analysis are summarized in Tables IV
and V of Appendix A.
The behavior of the couplings as a function of a2m2pi is
shown in Fig. 4 for the ground states of positive and nega-
tive parity and for the heavy quark hopping parameters κs and
κc that correspond to the physical s and c quark masses. In
these plots the quadratic extrapolations to the physical point
are again indicated as green lines and shaded areas. Note
that the flavor components do not strongly depend on a2m2pi .
Therefore, the chiral extrapolation to the physical point does
not lead to a large systematic uncertainty, as can also be read
off from Tables IV and IV of Appendix A, where both the re-
sults of linear and quadratic extrapolations are given, which
all agree within their statistical errors. It is understood from
these figures that the Λ(1/2+) ground state is clearly an octet-
dominated state, with a singlet component too small to be vis-
ible in the plot. The situation is reversed for the Λ(1/2−)
channel, whose ground state is dominantly flavor singlet, but
has a somewhat larger octet component, which is increasing
with a decreasing light quark mass. The growing subdominant
component is a manifestation of the fact that, as we approach
the physical u and d quark masses, the system is moved away
from the flavor SU(3) symmetric point, where the u, d and s
quark masses are equal.
For the flavor decomposition of the Λc(1/2+) ground state,
the strong breaking of the flavor SU(3) symmetry due to the
large c quark mass has only a small effect, which means that
this state remains clearly octet dominated. However, this
result is different for Λc(1/2−), which has, in contrast to
Λ(1/2−), equally strong components of both the singlet and
octet. The flavor structure of the Λ(1/2−) ground state hence
appears to be rather sensitive to the value of its heaviest va-
lence quark. We consider potential implications of this finding
for the structure of the physical Λ(1405) and Λc(2595) states
in Sec. IV.
As a last point, let us examine the flavor components of the
negative-parity first and second excited states. Their extrapo-
lations to physical point pion masses are shown in Fig. 5. As
can be inferred from these plots, the first and second excited
states for both Λ(1/2−) and Λc(1/2−) are predominantly
flavor-octet states with small admixtures of singlet compo-
nents. For Λ, both excitations are almost pure octet states,
which agrees with the findings of [13–15]. The octet admix-
ture is somewhat bigger for the Λc state, especially for the
second excited state, for which it reaches almost 20 %.
C. Letting the Λ evolve into Λc
In the previous sections, we have concentrated our discus-
sion on the physical states corresponding to the hopping pa-
rameters κs and κc for the heaviest valence quark. Here, we
study how the two states evolve into one another as the hop-
ping parameter is varied from κs to κc. For this purpose, we
have calculated the masses and couplings as shown in the two
previous sections for three more hopping parameters that lie
between κs and κc. The numerical results are given in Tables
II, III, IV and V of Appendix A.
Let us first study how the hadron masses behave as a func-
tion of 1/κsc. In Fig. 6, the positive-parity ground state and
the lowest three states of negative parity are shown, which
have been extrapolated to physical u and d quark masses. It
is seen in this figure that the masses grow smoothly (and al-
most linearly) with increasing 1/κsc. The excited states tend
to have larger errors but otherwise show essentially the same
monotonously increasing behavior.
Next, we investigate how the flavor structure of the Λ states
evolve as a function of 1/κsc, focusing first on the ground
states. Their couplings to singlet and octet operators are
shown in Fig. 7, where, as above, the extrapolated physical
point values were used. As one could anticipate already from
the left figures of Fig. 4, the singlet and octet components of
the positive-parity ground state depend only weakly on 1/κsc,
which is seen in the left plot of Fig. 7. The situation is quite
different for negative parity, for which both ground-state com-
ponents exhibit a strong dependence on the value of the hop-
ping parameter. As can be inferred from the right plot of
Fig. 7, the initially singlet-dominated state evolves with in-
creasing quark mass into a state with approximately equal
strength of singlet and octet components. This observation
indicates that the physical states Λ(1405) and Λc(2595) have
a different internal structure and that, in particular, the prop-
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blue points give the extrapolated physical point results. All plots are given in lattice units.
erties of the Λ(1405) are closely related to the specific value
of the physical strange quark mass.
For the negative-parity excited states, we observe a behav-
ior that is different from the ground state. As shown in Fig. 8,
the first excited state remains an almost pure octet for all hop-
ping parameters that we have studied in this work. For the
second excited state, the singlet component exhibits a small
enhancement as the quark mass is increased from ms to mc,
remaining, however, below 20 %.
It is interesting to see that these excited states do not change
their flavor structure much with increasing quark mass, which
further accentuates the observation that the Λ(1/2−) ground
state indeed appears to be quite peculiar with regard to its fla-
vor decomposition.
In relation to the contents of this section, a short comment
about the partial quenching effect is in order. Our calculations
are indeed partially quenched because the sea quarks always
remain u, d and s, while the strange valence quark is gradually
shifted to charm. Let us try to give a plausible assessment of
these effects by first focusing on the two “physical” points, Λ
and Λc. For Λ, where the heavy quark is the strange quark,
the valence quark hopping parameters agree with those of the
gauge configurations for all u, d and s, and there is thus no
issue with partial quenching. For the Λc case, we have u, d
and s sea quarks, while the valence quarks consist of u, d and
c. Therefore, here we are simply neglecting dynamical charm
quarks, which does not seem to be a very problematic approx-
imation as charm quarks are quite a bit heavier than the typical
QCD scales. Thus, in the Λc limit, partial quenching should
not cause any effects that are too strong either. Now, between
these two limits, partial quenching could have some notable
effect, and the middle three data points in Figs. 6-8 could in-
deed be modified once partial quenching is removed. It is,
however, very unlikely that the qualitative behavior displayed
in these figures is strongly modified in any way as the two lim-
iting points are practically fixed. Our conclusions, especially
about the flavor structure of the Λ baryons and their modifi-
cation as the strange quark is changed to charm, are therefore
not expected to be affected by partial quenching.
IV. DISCUSSION
The flavor structure of the Λ baryons, clarified by changing
the heavy quark mass from strange to charm, shows that the
SU(3) classification works well for uds-Λ baryons but not for
udc-Λ: When the heavy quark’s mass is as light as the strange,
all the states are classified into either pure singlet or pure octet
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states with little contamination by other representations. On
the other hand, when the heavy quark mass is gradually raised,
the SU(3) classification breaks and states are described by the
admixture of singlet and octet components. In the heavy quark
limit, 1/κsc→∞, the spin of light and heavy quarks decouples
and the heavy quark symmetry will become an exact sym-
metry of the system. In order to get a deeper insight on the
Λ’s structure, we discuss how our results can be interpreted
in terms of the internal structure of the Λ states. For this pur-
pose, it is useful to briefly remind the reader of the concept
of diquarks and their most relevant excitation modes, which
will become crucial especially for discussing the Λc states, for
which the heavy charm quark is expected to play the role of
a static color source; hence, the lowest few excitations should
be dominated by the dynamics of the remaining light diquark
system. In this section we focus on the negative-parity states
with total spin 1/2.
Let us therefore, for a moment, discuss a simple nonrela-
tivistic three-quark model, which will help us to understand
the basic properties of the diquark excitations. Here, we
should emphasize that it is not our purpose to discuss the
quark model on the same level as our obtained lattice QCD
results. The quark model merely serves as a guideline for
potentially interpreting the lattice findings in terms of con-
stituent quark degrees of freedom. We assume the masses of
two quarks to be equal and light (mq) and one to be heavy
(mQ). Using a confining harmonic oscillator potential and two
internal coordinatesρ= rq2−rq1 , λ= rQ− 12 (rq2 +rq1) with
their respective conjugate momenta pρ , pλ , the Hamiltonian
of this system can be straightforwardly written down as
H = ∑
i
p2i
2mi
+∑
i< j
3k
2
(ri−r j)2
=
p2ρ
2mρ
+
p2λ
2mλ
+
1
2
mρω
2
ρρ
2 +
1
2
mλ ω
2
λλ
2,
(16)
with the reduced masses
mρ =
1
2
mq, mλ =
2mqmQ
2mq +mQ
. (17)
Most importantly, the ratio of the excitation energies of the
two modes appearing in this model, ωρ and ωλ , can be given
as
ωλ
ωρ
=
√
1
3
(
1+ 2mq/mQ
)
< 1, (mQ > mq), (18)
which shows that as long as mQ is larger than mq, the lowest
excited state will be a λ mode, that is, an excitation of the
center-of-mass motion of the two light quarks with respect to
the heavy quark. The next energy level should then be a ρ
mode, which is an excitation of the relative motion of the two
light quarks.
It is instructive to study the wave functions of the λ and
ρ modes with respect to their SU(3) flavor structure. Here,
we only mention the decomposition of the wave functions in
terms of their flavor-singlet and flavor-octet components and
refer the interested reader to Ref. [18] for more details. Taking
into account the spin degrees of freedom, there are two possi-
ble combinations for the ρ mode and one for the λ mode:
|Λ;ρ(1/2)〉= 1√
2
(
|Λ;8(1/2)〉− |Λ;1(1/2)〉
)
, (19)
|Λ;λ (1/2)〉= 1√
2
(
|Λ;8(1/2)〉+ |Λ;1(1/2)〉
)
, (20)
|Λ;ρ(3/2)〉= |Λ;8(3/2)〉. (21)
Here, the numbers in brackets stand for the total spin of the
three quarks, which can be 1/2 or 3/2 before it is combined
with the orbital angular momentum of spin 1. For both ρ-
mode combinations of Eqs. (19) and (21), the two light quarks
are in a spin-1 state, while for the λ mode of Eq. (20), it is in
a spin-0 state. From this decomposition it can be seen that the
λ mode must have flavor-singlet and flavor-octet components
of the same size, while the ρ mode can be either an equally
mixed singlet and octet state of Eq. (19) or a pure octet state
of Eq. (21) (or a mixture of the two).
Let us check if and how our lattice QCD results can be
understood and interpreted with the help of the above sim-
ple quark-model considerations. Looking first at the lowest
Λc(1/2−) state, one notes that for this state the lattice findings
almost perfectly match with the quark-model predictions. Ac-
cording to Eq.(18), the lowest excitation should be a λ mode,
which from Eq.(20) must have equal magnitudes of singlet
and octet components. The results shown in the bottom right
plot of Fig. 4 agree with this picture, which is a strong indica-
tion that this state indeed represents a λ mode. To further con-
firm this finding, we have studied the relative sign of the in-
dividual couplings to the singlet and octet operators and have
found that it agrees with that of the λ -mode state of Eq. (20).
Remembering the right plot of Fig. 7, we observe that such
a quark-model-type interpretation only holds for a sufficiently
heavy quark mass mc, as the lowest Λ(1/2−) is rather a
singlet-dominated state, which is a consequence of the still
unbroken flavor symmetry and cannot be easily explained in
a simple three-quark model. This is in agreement with the
recent lattice QCD study of Hall et al. [16], which found ev-
idence that this state is dominantly a KN molecule. In this
sense, Fig. 7 demonstrates how the diquark degrees of free-
dom gradually emerge as the heavy quark mass in the Λ sys-
tem is shifted from ms to mc.
Next, we examine the second and third Λc(1/2−) states,
which are considered to be ρ modes. As can be seen in
Fig. 5, the first (second) excited state is octet dominated with
a singlet admixture of about 10 % (20 %). One may naively
think that the SU(3) symmetry appears to hold, and a sim-
ple quark-model interpretation is not suitable for these states,
since according to Eqs. (19) and (21), one ρ mode should be
octet dominant and the other should be an equal admixture of
octet and singlet components. In reality, however, these two ρ
modes mix with each other, as their quantum numbers are the
same. Qualitatively, these states can be understood by assum-
ing that the two states are pure eigenstates of the total spin
of the two light quarks (called j). In the heavy quark limit,
the heavy quark spin decouples, and hence j becomes a good
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quantum number. The two ρ-mode states of Eqs. (19) and (21)
can be decomposed into states of fixed j as given below [18]:
|Λ;ρ(1/2)〉=
√
1
3 |Λ; j = 0〉−
√
2
3 |Λ; j = 1〉, (22)
|Λ;ρ(3/2)〉=
√
2
3 |Λ; j = 0〉+
√
1
3 |Λ; j = 1〉. (23)
Using the above two equations in combination with Eqs. (19)
and (21), we get
|Λ; j = 0〉= −
√
1
6 |Λ;8(1/2)〉+
√
2
3 |Λ;8(3/2)〉
+
√
1
6 |Λ;1(1/2)〉, (24)
|Λ; j = 1〉=
√
1
3 |Λ;8(1/2)〉+
√
1
3 |Λ;8(3/2)〉
−
√
1
3 |Λ;1(1/2)〉. (25)
If we now examine the flavor components of these states, we
see that both of them are octet dominated, which qualitatively
agrees with our lattice results.
Naturally, the agreement is not perfect, for which there can
be multiple causes. For example, for physical charm quark
masses, j is not a good quantum number, and the energy
eigenstates are hence mixed, in reality. Quark-model calcu-
lations show that the first (second) excited Λc(1/2−) state is
indeed a j = 0 ( j = 1) dominated state, with a respective mi-
nor spin component of about 20 % (for both j = 0 and j = 1)
[18].
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this work we have studied Λ baryons containing either an
s or a c quark and have examined how their masses and flavor
structures change as the mass of the heaviest valence quark is
gradually increased from s to c. We have investigated states of
both positive and negative parity and spin 1/2. For these states,
we have not only studied the ground state but also the first few
excited states. The behavior of the Λ baryon masses as a func-
tion of the heavy quark mass is shown in Fig. 6, where one
observes a smooth and almost linear behavior of the energy
levels, while their relative energy differences and level order-
ings remain effectively constant. One also sees that while for
the Λ states with an s quark, our extracted masses lie consis-
tently above the experimental values, the agreement between
our calculation and experiment is excellent for all known Λc
states.
The chirally extrapolated SU(3) flavor components of the
positive-parity ground state and the lowest three negative-
parity states are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Somewhat surpris-
ingly, we find that for almost all states, the flavor decom-
position remains approximately constant as s is changed to
c. The notable exception is the lowest Λ(1/2−) state, which
changes from singlet dominated to an equal mixture of singlet
and octet components.
Finally, in an attempt to provide an intuitive physical pic-
ture for the above findings, we have discussed a simple quark
model with three basic valence quarks and have examined
whether it can explain the features of the extracted spectrum.
We have especially focused on the possible interpretation of
the negative-parity states as λ modes or ρ modes, which are
diquark excitations of the u and d quarks. As a result, we
found that for the negative-parity Λ states the quark-model
description does not appear to be appropriate and thus should
be interpreted by means of other degrees of freedom (such as
mesons and baryons). On the other hand, the quark model
is fairly successful for the negative-parity Λc states. Namely,
the lattice results for the SU(3) flavor components of the low-
est three Λ(1/2−) states can be reproduced in this model: the
lowest one is consistent with a λ -mode excitation, as is ex-
pected from Eq. (18), while the next two are ρ modes with the
diquark spin fixed to 0 and 1, respectively. The lowest few
negative-parity Λc states are hence most naturally understood
to have a quark-model-type structure.
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Appendix A: Numerical Results
In this appendix, we have collected the numerical results of
this work.
1. Hadron masses
Here, we provide the obtained hadron masses, together
with their quadratically and linearly extrapolated values at the
physical point. In Table I, hadron masses for states contain-
ing only u and d quarks are given. Table II lists the masses of
kaons, D mesons, as well as Σ and Σc baryons, together with
corresponding states that have quark masses interpolating be-
tween strange and charm. Finally, Table III gives the lowest
two Λ baryon masses with positive parity and the lowest four
with negative parity, again with heavy quark masses ranging
from strange to charm.
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TABLE I. Hadron masses for states containing no strange or charm
valence quark (pi and N). Note that κs is the hopping parameter of
the strange sea quarks, and κud corresponds to the u and d quarks
and approaches the physical value from top to bottom. The line de-
noted as “phys. pt. (quad.)” gives the chirally extrapolated physical
point results using a quadratic fit, while “phys. pt. (lin.)” gives the
corresponding linear fit result. All values are given in lattice units.
κs κud mpi mN
0.13640 0.13700 0.3220(11) 0.715(11)
0.13727 0.2635(11) 0.649(18)
0.13754 0.1895(12) 0.560(12)
0.13770 0.1323(11) 0.518(17)
phys. pt. (quad.) 0.0840(19) 0.470(30)
phys. pt. (lin.) 0.1113(11) 0.488(14)
TABLE II. K(D) and Σ(c) hadron masses for different hopping parameter combinations, extrapolated to the physical point. Here, κsc is the
hopping parameter of the heavy quark, which is changed from strange (top) to charm (bottom). Note that κud corresponds to the u and d quark
and approaches the physical value from top to bottom. The line denoted as “phys. pt. (quad.)” in each block gives the chirally extrapolated
physical point results using a quadratic fit, while “phys. pt. (lin.)” gives the corresponding linear fit result. All values are given in lattice units.
κsc κud mK(D) mΣ(c)
0.13640 0.13700 0.3622(11) 0.751(10)
0.13727 0.3300(11) 0.705(16)
0.13754 0.2948(10) 0.637(12)
0.13770 0.2747(13) 0.619(12)
phys. pt. (quad.) 0.2563(22) 0.591(23)
phys. pt. (lin.) 0.2618(11) 0.592(11)
0.13300 0.13700 0.5435(16) 0.914(11)
0.13727 0.5210(15) 0.879(13)
0.13754 0.4966(16) 0.800(14)
0.13770 0.4815(21) 0.802(12)
phys. pt. (quad.) 0.4685(33) 0.773(21)
phys. pt. (lin.) 0.4732(18) 0.774(12)
0.12900 0.13700 0.7103(20) 1.068(13)
0.13727 0.6913(18) 1.043(14)
0.13754 0.6713(23) 0.960(16)
0.13770 0.6560(29) 0.963(13)
phys. pt. (quad.) 0.6450(44) 0.929(23)
phys. pt. (lin.) 0.6505(24) 0.938(13)
0.12600 0.13700 0.8186(22) 1.169(13)
0.13727 0.8018(22) 1.144(16)
0.13754 0.7841(24) 1.078(12)
0.13770 0.7663(35) 1.068(14)
phys. pt. (quad.) 0.7558(53) 1.036(25)
phys. pt. (lin.) 0.7639(27) 1.045(13)
0.12240 0.13700 0.9365(26) 1.280(14)
0.13727 0.9183(26) 1.276(13)
0.13754 0.9047(31) 1.192(13)
0.13770 0.8880(47) 1.187(13)
phys. pt. (quad.) 0.8823(68) 1.138(23)
phys. pt. (lin.) 0.8855(35) 1.166(13)
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TABLE III. Same as in Table II, but for Λ baryon states with spin 1/2. Note that Ei(1/2±) stands for the ith state of spin 1/2 with parity ±.
κsc κud E1(1/2+) E2(1/2+) E1(1/2−) E2(1/2−) E3(1/2−) E4(1/2−)
0.13640 0.13700 0.762(7) 1.321(25) 1.027(14) 1.090(17) 1.131(19) 1.527(47)
0.13727 0.695(8) 1.236(50) 0.937(16) 1.014(23) 1.029(26) 1.509(37)
0.13754 0.643(8) 1.318(59) 0.811(33) 0.947(25) 1.023(23) 1.486(42)
0.13770 0.593(8) 1.235(24) 0.755(30) 0.896(27) 0.958(45) 1.504(40)
phys. pt. (quad.) 0.564(14) 1.242(54) 0.685(45) 0.862(45) 1.000(64) 1.504(69)
phys. pt. (lin.) 0.573(7) 1.226(27) 0.723(26) 0.871(24) 0.949(28) 1.488(39)
0.13300 0.13700 0.898(9) 1.447(24) 1.165(12) 1.217(16) 1.252(19) 1.635(47)
0.13727 0.837(8) 1.400(19) 1.012(31) 1.149(20) 1.168(26) 1.654(50)
0.13754 0.795(7) 1.346(18) 0.965(31) 1.099(32) 1.163(17) 1.591(41)
0.13770 0.737(10) 1.262(39) 0.884(32) 1.060(35) 1.089(25) 1.598(38)
phys. pt. (quad.) 0.713(16) 1.235(52) 0.874(55) 1.040(52) 1.083(44) 1.568(72)
phys. pt. (lin.) 0.729(8) 1.281(24) 0.840(28) 1.036(29) 1.093(20) 1.587(38)
0.12900 0.13700 1.041(9) 1.573(25) 1.300(14) 1.358(16) 1.392(20) 1.753(48)
0.13727 0.981(9) 1.526(19) 1.149(32) 1.293(21) 1.327(28) 1.800(51)
0.13754 0.947(8) 1.477(18) 1.112(32) 1.230(32) 1.308(14) 1.714(41)
0.13770 0.883(11) 1.396(43) 1.070(23) 1.202(32) 1.240(26) 1.711(37)
phys. pt. (quad.) 0.864(18) 1.377(55) 1.074(44) 1.175(50) 1.220(45) 1.659(71)
phys. pt. (lin.) 0.880(9) 1.416(25) 1.021(23) 1.173(28) 1.250(18) 1.704(37)
0.12600 0.13700 1.138(10) 1.660(27) 1.392(15) 1.453(16) 1.489(21) 1.837(48)
0.13727 1.080(9) 1.611(21) 1.248(32) 1.375(31) 1.383(21) 1.870(51)
0.13754 1.043(9) 1.563(18) 1.195(35) 1.322(33) 1.400(14) 1.798(41)
0.13770 0.981(12) 1.488(43) 1.165(24) 1.301(34) 1.337(26) 1.794(37)
phys. pt. (quad.) 0.960(20) 1.468(57) 1.167(45) 1.288(57) 1.373(43) 1.750(71)
phys. pt. (lin.) 0.976(10) 1.503(26) 1.114(24) 1.266(30) 1.341(18) 1.786(37)
0.12240 0.13700 1.245(10) 1.755(30) 1.496(16) 1.559(16) 1.596(21) 1.934(49)
0.13727 1.188(10) 1.720(24) 1.438(17) 1.482(21) 1.483(33) 1.970(52)
0.13754 1.152(10) 1.664(18) 1.364(19) 1.425(34) 1.506(14) 1.897(42)
0.13770 1.088(13) 1.617(27) 1.270(26) 1.411(35) 1.439(26) 1.891(37)
phys. pt. (quad.) 1.066(21) 1.577(46) 1.215(39) 1.397(53) 1.446(49) 1.845(72)
phys. pt. (lin.) 1.086(11) 1.609(23) 1.273(20) 1.370(29) 1.446(26) 1.884(37)
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2. Couplings
In this subsection, the normalized SU(3) coupling strengths defined in Eqs. (14) and (15) are listed for all Λ baryon states,
which could be extracted with a sufficiantly clear signal. In Table IV, the couplings for the lowest Λ baryon state with positive
parity are given. The table contains the couplings for the physical Λ and Λc states as well as for states with unphysical quarks
that interpolate between strange and charm. Table V, is the same as Table IV, but for the lowest three Λ baryon states with
negative parity.
TABLE IV. Normalized coupling strength of Λ baryons with spin 1/2 and positive parity to singlet and octet operators. Note that g1/8i (1/2±)
stands for the normalized coupling of the i-th state of spin 1/2 with parity ± to singlet (1) or octet (8) operators, as defined in Eqs. (14) and
(15). The line denoted as “phys. pt. (quad.)” in each block gives the chirally extrapolated physical point results using a quadratic fit, while
“phys. pt. (lin.)” gives the corresponding linear fit result.
κsc κud g11 (1/2
+) g81 (1/2
+)
0.13640 0.13700 0.000(0) 1.000(63)
0.13727 0.002(1) 0.998(136)
0.13754 0.003(2) 0.997(81)
0.13770 0.002(2) 0.998(108)
phys. pt. (quad.) 0.002(3) 0.998(199)
phys. pt. (lin.) 0.004(1) 0.996(88)
0.13300 0.13700 0.003(2) 0.997(32)
0.13727 0.001(1) 0.999(10)
0.13754 0.004(2) 0.996(21)
0.13770 0.003(2) 0.997(14)
phys. pt. (quad.) 0.005(3) 0.995(25)
phys. pt. (lin.) 0.003(2) 0.997(16)
0.12900 0.13700 0.006(6) 0.994(52)
0.13727 0.004(4) 0.996(17)
0.13754 0.011(7) 0.989(38)
0.13770 0.008(5) 0.992(24)
phys. pt. (quad.) 0.011(9) 0.989(42)
phys. pt. (lin.) 0.009(6) 0.991(27)
0.12600 0.13700 0.010(11) 0.990(65)
0.13727 0.006(7) 0.994(26)
0.13754 0.019(12) 0.981(50)
0.13770 0.011(9) 0.989(32)
phys. pt. (quad.) 0.017(15) 0.983(57)
phys. pt. (lin.) 0.013(9) 0.987(36)
0.12240 0.13700 0.015(17) 0.985(81)
0.13727 0.007(11) 0.993(34)
0.13754 0.027(19) 0.973(65)
0.13770 0.014(12) 0.986(40)
phys. pt. (quad.) 0.021(21) 0.979(71)
phys. pt. (lin.) 0.017(13) 0.983(45)
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